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Abstract—Formal verification using a model checking approach is a process for proving undesirable properties in designed models. The model checking procedure for the sequence diagram is cumbersome because the transformation of the sequence diagram into a formal model requires meticulous mapping rules and methods that must yield corresponding behaviors. This paper proposes the transformation of the sequence diagram into a time automata named UPPEAL. The obtained time automata model can be used to verify deadlock, undesirable properties, and the correctness of message ordering. The transformation rules and framework were experimented with case studies. The results show that the proposed transformation rules can be applied and map the sequence diagram into a UPPEAL structure correctly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

FORMAL verification is the proving process that helps the system analyst localize undesirable properties in a software model. It directly correlates with the quality of the obtained software. Sequence diagram (SD) is a typical tool used in the software design process. The SD may contain mistakes or undesirable properties [1]: deadlock, livelock, and so on. Especially, the SD contains incorrect message ordering in which a receiver does not get a required message on time or it receives an incorrect message sequence that may affect a system's processing. An interaction between objects in the SD represents the messages between objects based on the method, parameter, and time. The system designers can verify the SD to find errors and check whether it conforms to system requirements or not by using model checking approaches [2]. It can also measure the efficiency and effectiveness of the SD as well.

An error finding of the SD starts with transforming the SD elements into the formal model written in a specific formal language [3]. Next, the formal model will be imported into the verification tool to find errors. The formal model abstraction may be quite a difficult process for the designers if they are inexperienced in the formal language. Therefore, this paper proposes the transformation rules and method for mapping the sequence diagram into the formal model described in a network time automaton. The SD elements must be transformed into a formal model by using the framework in which the transformation rules have to produce the target formal model behaviors that conform to the behaviors of the origin SD. The framework advocates transparent mapping, in which the modelers can transform the SD automatically without grammatical and lexical UPPEAL background and the target models can be verified by using the UPPEAL environment [4]. The typical properties of a model, such as the message ordering, deadlock, livelock, and the specific system requirements can also be verified by expressing the properties in computation tree logic (CTL) [5] provided by the UPPEAL environment. The framework will help the software designers improve the model beforehand. It reduces mistakes in software models, decreases development costs, and shortens development time.

The organization of this paper is as follows; Section II describes the background of the SD and UPPEAL. Section III discusses the related works, and Section IV details the research methodology and experiments. Sections V and VI are implementation, validation, and conclusion respectively.

II. BACKGROUND

A. UML Sequence Diagram [6]

A sequence diagram or SD is one of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams, representing the message interactions between objects. The objects in the SD show lifelines, and activated bars are used to represent activities occurring from classes or objects. Whereas the message symbol that links between objects shows the message interactions. The message interpretation typically starts from the object on the top left-hand side and moves to the object on the right-hand side depending on the direction. The core elements and an example of SD are shown in Fig. 1. The model comprises the objects Customer and Order where the parameter v1 passes a value from the object customer to the object order by using the method Request. The message Return occurs after receiving and processing the object Order. However, the message Request and Return relies on the evaluation of the condition in the loop fragment if the variable v1 is true only. As the mentioned diagram indicates, the messages ordering of the object Customer must be Request → Return; or t and t+n, where t is a local clock as the message Request is sent and t+n is the message Return is received by the object Customer.

B. UPPEAL [4]

UPPEAL was invented by Uppsala University for creating and verifying real systems that are modeled as timed automata networks. It provides verification environments that
come along with description language, simulation, and verification tools. The formal system can be modeled as a timed automata network with clock and data variables. The core elements of UPPAAL are detailed in Fig. 2.

An initial state is portrayed in a double-line cycle while a single-line cycle shows the ordinary system state called Location. The location name of UPPAAL model must be unique, and it will be determined in part of the CTL to trace the system working at verification stage. A state transition uses a directed edge to connect between the locations. For each state transition may or may not rely on a transition condition with time and data constraint. For instance, the guard condition \( v1=\text{true} \) in Fig.2 is that the state transition occurs if the variable \( v1 \) is true, and value of the variable \( c1 \) is updated by the expression \( c1: =c1+1 \). The modelers can also describe the state transition in terms of the communication channel and synchronization as well.

![Fig. 1. Core elements and the SD represent the interactions between two objects (Customer and Order). The model also contains the loop fragment in which the synchronous messages proceed depend on when the Boolean condition \( v1 \) is true.](image)

![Fig. 2. An example of UPPAAL construct representing the cycle flow.](image)

**III. RELATED WORK**

Andrade et al. [7] provided an approach to model and analyze real-time and embedded systems. The authors used a time Petri net with energy constraints or ETPN as a verification tool. Time and energy constraints of the real-time system models are analyzed during the early design stages by transforming the SD into an ETPN construct. The target constructs convey the corresponding behaviors covering with both time and energy constraints. They are used for evaluation of the best path, the worst path, and the energy of the models. However, model transformation is still a manual process.

Chen et al. [8] provided a method based on events to increase the accuracy of SD. The authors used propositional projection temporal logic or PPTL as an automaton to describe the formal model of SD, and desired properties of the model are verified. They also provided an efficient mechanism for checking the SD by implementing a model based on event-deterministic finite automata (ETDFA). The SD properties written in PPTL and implemented with a model checker are used to validate the properties.

Cunha et al. [9] provided a method for transforming the SD to Petri nets and verified the deadlock, reachability, safety, and liveness properties. This technique is a model checking technique that the Petri net model can be designed and verified by using a tool named “FOREVER”. A Symbolic Model Verifier: SMV is a tool for modeling the SD in Petri nets, and it is used for tracing the model properties that are expressed in the computation tree logic.

V.Lima et al. [10] proposed the verification and validation techniques using the SPIN model checker [11]. It is used to trace the execution states of UML sequence diagrams. The authors provided PROMELA structures in which the source message and destination message in the sequence diagram are expressed in LTL. These techniques are applied in our work by mapping the source message and destination message into the UPPAAL process template.

**IV. METHODOLOGY**

An overview of the SD verification is shown in Fig. 3. The transformation process consists of 4 steps: 1) extract the SD elements from an XML file of SD that is designed and exported from Draw.io [12]. 2) All the SD elements derived from the first step are mapped into UPPAAL constructs by using the transformation rules, and 3) the modelers can export the UPPAAL construct and refine the time constraint, and 4) verify the derived UPPAAL construct by using the UPPAAL verification tool.

![Fig. 3. The SD verification process.](image)
We defined the formal definitions of the relevant models to show the relationships of their elements as follows.

**Definition 1** sequence diagram: an ordinary sequence diagram is a thirteen-tuple, \( SD = (O, L, A, N, FG, M, Z, FQ, F, P, FA, FM, FT) \) where
- \( O \) is a set of objects, where \( O.name \) is the object name.
- \( L \) is a set of liveness.
- \( A \) is a set of activated bars; where \( A.id \) is the identifier number, and \( A.seq \) indicates the sequence of an activated bar on the liveline \( L \).
- \( N \) is a set of combined fragments.
- \( FG \) is a function identifying a fragment type; \( FG: N \rightarrow \{Alt, Loop, Opt, Par, \ldots\} \)
- \( M \) is a set of messages.
- \( Z \) is a set of methods; where \( Z.name \) is the method name and \( Z.par \) is the list of parameters.
- \( FQ \) is a function that determines the message ordering of the message \( m \in M \) on the liveline \( L \); \( FQ: (L, M) \rightarrow N \).
- \( F \) is a set of messages that attach on the message, where \( F.LabelName \) is the message name or the method name, and \( F.Type = \{Label, Method\} \).
- \( P \) is a set of parameters.
- \( FA \) is a mapping function used to indicate the liveline host or the object of an activated bar; \( FA: A \rightarrow L \) or \( FA: A \rightarrow O \).
- \( FM \) is a mapping function used for determining a message type; \( FM: M \rightarrow \{SynMSG, Asyn, ReturnMSG\} \)
- \( FT \) is a mapping function for identifying a message type; \( FT: M \rightarrow F \).

**Definition 2** Combined fragment: A sub-process in a combined fragment is a sub-process of parent process, which the SD is hierarchical structure, \( FM = (SSD, FR) \) where
- \( SSD \) is a set of ordinary sequence diagrams.
- \( FR \) is a mapping function used to indicate the combined fragment in the SD. In short, \( FR(m) \) is a special SD in which the message \( m \in M \) such that \( FR(mi) = oi \) where \( oi \in SSD \).

**Definition 3** UPPAAL construct: an UPPAAL construct is an eight-tuple, \( UPP = (S, T, L, I, V, C, G, Pc) \) where
- \( S \) is a set of states or locations.
- \( T \) is a set of transitions or edges.
- \( L \) is a set of labels.
- \( I \) is an initial state; \( I \subseteq S \).
- \( V \) is a set of variables.
- \( C \) is a set of channels.
- \( G \) is a set of guards; \( g \in G \) is a conditional expression which the used variables refer to the variable \( v \in V \).
- \( Pc \) is a set of processes.

**The SD transformation rules.**

We proposed the core transformation rules as follows:

**Rule 1:** For each event occurring with an object of the SD is mapped to be the part of message name. The process comes from the event of sending or receiving a message. The naming convention of process is: 
"ObjectName\_Direction\_MessageLabel\_MessageOrder", where "Direction" is a source or destination of message that is determined as \( S \) and \( D \) respectively. The "MessageLabel" may be a label name or method name while "MessageOrder" is message number. The process named “UserSInsertCard_1” in Fig. 4 (b) represents the event that derived from the event marked “x” in Fig. 4 (a).

**Rule 2:** For each synchronous message and asynchronous message \( m \) where \( m \in M \) on an activated bar and \( FM: m \rightarrow \{SynMSG, AsynMSG, ReturnMSG\} \). A set of locations \( S1 \) and \( S2 \) are created to represent a source and destination message. It can be said that each message in SD is mapped into two sets of locations (set of source and destination UPPAAL process). The source process contains four locations: prepare, sending, commit and sent, whereas the destination process consists of prepare, receiving, commit and received. Fig. 4 (c) shows an example of synchronous message transformation.

In case of an initial process of SD, the first message on the left top \( m \) is a message in the SD and \( FQ(m) = 1 \), the location...
Fig. 7. Transformation rules of the parallel combined fragment.

Fig. 8. An example of transformation of the hierarchical combined fragments.

Rule 3: For each variable in SD, including the parameters of method and variables of a guard condition. It is mapped into a variable \( v \in V \) directly.

Rule 4: Guard condition on each message or on a combined fragment is mapped in a guard condition \( g \in G \).

Rule 5: As the transformation rule no. 2, the communication between objects or UPPAL processes needs a channel for data synchronization. The channel name is generated from the label or Method name, and MessageOrder. Fig. 2 shows the channel name “Request_1” derived from the SD message Request(v1) in Fig. 1.

Rule 6: Alternative and optional combined fragment in SD FG: \( N \rightarrow \{Alt, Opt\} \) closes to the If-else pattern that contains two boundaries (If-boundary and else-boundary). The SD elements in each boundary are transformed by using rule no. 1 to 5. Next, the processes that come from both boundaries are connected by an UPPAL control flow. In short, a combined fragment is mapped into the UPPAL process \( pc \in Pc \), and it is an intermediary synchronizing data between processes by using a channel. The UPPAL construct of an alternative and optional control flow is shown in Fig. 5, where the location named condition conveys the flow direction relied on the guard conditions is_valid and /is_valid on its outgoing edges, and the process of the If-boundary and Else-boundary are called by using the channels.

Rule 7: For each loop combined fragment of the SD is transformed into an UPPAL control process. Fig. 6 represents the UPPAL loop-control process where the location named condition conveys the process flows based on a guard condition “\( v1 == true \)”, and the edge “chanLoopF1” acts as a control loop firing a token back to the location condition again. If the guard condition of the loop is evaluated to be true, the control loop process will proceed with the sub-process under the loop boundary via the channel chan_CustomerSRequest_1.

Rule 8: If the SD message is in a loop combined fragment, it is mapped using rule no.2, and a reset-edge is added between the last location and the location named prepare to produce a token back for the next round. An example of the UPPAL construct that is obtained from the message in the combined fragment is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 10: Multiple combined fragments with sub-combined fragment. It indicates that the SD contains fragment occupies a combined fragment hierarchically. All elements of them are transformed into UPPAL constructs by using all above rules. The channels are created to concatenate the processes within each the fragment boundary and the process outside of the fragment boundary.

Rule 11: Due to the SD without clock determination, a clock of each UPPAL location is determined as 1 by default. This rule covers the typical location only, while the commit and urgent location does not cover because their clocks are 0 intuitively.

The overview of transformation rules is that the set of SD elements are transformed and grouped to be sub-processes based on the objects in the SD. For each sub-process can also be partitioned as a sub-process once again if the SD contains a combined fragment. The messages and methods between objects are mapped into communication channels and parameters. Although the time constraint cannot be determined in the SD, the transformation generates the local time counters, and their values will be increased by 1. The modelers can adjust the time constraints on each message event in the UPPAL construct before verification arbitrarily.
Fig. 9. The ATM sequence diagram applied with the proposed transformation rules.

Fig. 10. The excerpt obtained UPPAAL constructs of the ATM sequence diagram in Fig 9.

Fig. 11. A screenshot of the UPPAAL constructs verified in the UPPAAL tool by using verification mode.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND VALIDATION

We validated the transformation rules by using a case study to show that the obtained UPPAAL constructs can be verified in UPPAAL verification framework. The SD model of the ATM system shown in Fig. 9 is transformed into the UPPAAL constructs. The SD model comprises three objects (User, ATM, and Bank_server), twelve messages and three combined fragments. After applying the proposed transformation rules, we obtained the UPPAAL constructs shown in Fig. 10. The UPPAAL environment is used to create, modify the UPPAAL constructs the model layout. It also is used to refine the clock constraint, including the CTL expression for the properties exploring the specific desirable behaviors of the model such as deadlock, liveness, and soundness properties.

As the UPPAAL constructs shown in Fig. 10, we verified the ATM system in a simulation mode and verification mode of the UPPAAL environment tools. For instance, we simulated the model to trace back and forward steps of a message sending and receiving. Moreover, all variables of the model can be monitored for their values during simulation. Whereas the verification mode is performed based on our CTL expression. For example, we found the unreachable part in the model. The message “success” cannot be reached because the guard condition of the fragment cannot be evaluated to be true. The CTL for checking this event is “E<> _UserDSuccess_8.sent”, which means that “success” does not satisfy this property. Due to the space limitation, we show excerpt CTL used for verifying the UPPAAL constructs of the ATM system in Table I.

VI. CONCLUSION

After designing the sequence diagram, the designers verify their models to check if the model properties meet the desired properties or not. The diagram may contain complex messages and many combined fragments that are difficult to verify in an ordinary testing technique. We proposed the transformation rules for mapping the sequence diagram or SD into a time-automata network of UPPAAL constructs. The transformation rules cover the SD objects, messages, fragments, variables, including the guard conditions. The derived UPPAAL constructs can be verified in UPPAAL environment in the simulation mode and verification mode. We validated the transformation rules by using a case study of the ATM system. The obtained ATM UPPAAL constructs are explored with the liveness, and specific properties expressed in CTL. From the experiment, we observe that the transformation rules advocate the sequence diagram verification with time constraints correctly. However, the limitation of verification is that the sequence diagram is without time properties, whereas the UPPAAL time-automata needs the time constraints. Thus, after applying the transformation rules the models require an adjustment to the time-constraints.

We will extend the transformation rules handling the other fragments such as critical region, negative, break, weak sequencing, strict sequencing, ignore/consider, assertion, and will develop a SD designer plugin to generate the UPPAAL model automatically.
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